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A. :Nuttall, liarieng ?onnqhassignor to Pitney? 
Bd?eslltie, Stamford;fCoim., a corporation of Dela 

iniven'tiorr r'elates-ytornail sorting racks and is 
particularly concerned- with the problems of storage, ship 
pingfpandr assembly, of devices-iofrthis- character‘, as well‘ 

' as:they;problems>of‘adapting the "same to spaces of lim 
_ ited‘ dimensions-.7 ‘ v > v _ ‘ , 

.l-leretofore sortingj'racks have been constructed‘of 
framesf'subdividerlxinto columns ,by; vertical partitions, 
then divided into cells by horizontal shelves or by simi 
larlysubdividinga peripheralframe. Devices of , this 
kind do not readilyllendthemselves to being‘ stored in a 
kIiocked-down ‘condition; since substantial cabinet skill 
is normally required to perform ‘the assembly. Fur 
thermore," such-racks. are‘ only capable of being used 

1 in sizes-and arrangements which accord strict-ply with their 
predetermined outline (dimensions-i - 
An object of the present invention therefore, is to 

provide a rack. composedzof‘elemental'cell units‘so ar 
ranged thattheyca-n; be easily‘and quickly grouped and‘ 
connected toiforrn-a rack by-any mechanically inclined , 
person'regardless'of.the‘degree of his cabinet jmaking 
skill, and of such character thatia» wide variety of shapes 
and sizes of racks can be‘built using mainly the same 
essential'parts. - ' . * r‘ r - ‘ ‘ 

Another object-oft; e=invention is to provide‘ a-rack 
built up of narrow cell elements which would normally 
have relatively inaccessible interiors,~_. but so arranged 
that interior connectionstoa supporter to adjacent'cells 
can-be easily- made oneat a timethrough open portions , 
of the elements, the ‘elements cooperating in such man-' 
ner- that each cell; is'com-pleted orjelosed by its adjacent 
partner afterxthesupport-ing connectionshave been made. 

Another object of the ‘invention .is the provision of. a 
rack having cellslarranged in such ‘a manner that the ’ 
material placed thereinwisyin>the'imost convenient'po 
sitionefor grasping and inspection, i. e. in an edge sup- ' 
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ported position,,butarranged»sothat the material will ~ 
gall-lean towardsone side only of ,each-cell-to remain by 

‘ gravity in a concentrated? and readily‘ graspable group. 
[Still another object‘ of» the invention is to provide a 

sorting~rack having cellsarranged for on-edge retention 
of :theSGI‘t?d material;v which cells‘ are provided with 
sliding‘ supporting’ surfaces-at the ‘bottom of‘ .each' cell 

50 

for quicklymoving'thematerialjfrom‘a cell-enclosed po- ' ' 
> sition¢~;partly extendingqfrorn the-cell ‘so as to be read 
ily grasped ‘by’, thewhandof- thejusen- , * , - > 

A. feature of ‘the invention is the provision of sup 
porting surfaces for:en-edge:-retennon of material, which 
surfaces have stop.1 members’,extendingainv-an in-and-out 
direction of the ‘can so‘ that ?iaterialplaced in thecell 
willi’iiot‘deiid Ito slidetoone-side but’wil‘l ‘stay in ‘the, de 
pt‘aqs’itedwl‘p'osifioh~leaving~room>bé§id ‘it‘plfor other ma 
‘serial ‘until the; space -has~been~propé ?lled. ‘f , ' 
"Khothei‘ feature’ of “the-‘invention he provision ‘of 

ceeb'eran?geen elementsand-slidab'l ’pport members 
ofi‘?ob?éle‘merits arranged-for-codpén ng engagement 

fh'3fhatfno‘direct conneet'ion'is'prd‘ ed therebe‘tween,_ 
s_automa all 

refaii'iédtiinfl?s cell whenWthe'latteF-i-s‘closed by the'placr 
ing of the next adjacent cell-forming element. ‘ 

'tending in a- generallyup-and-down direction.‘ ‘ ‘ > 

In the preferred form of'the invention‘ illustrated in 1 

' 2 7 

‘Still another feature of ‘the invention is- the provision»; 
of label holders on the slidablelsupporting- surfaces so?‘ 

‘ arranged‘ as ‘to. providea' manual. grip :member for con-‘r V 
v'eniently, manipulating the. supportwand-related to- the- ' 
cells in such‘ a way thatjnterference between the label“. 
holder- and the material beingsorted is entirely avoided. 

With the above-and other objects in view, which’ will» 
appear as the description proceeds, the inventionresides' 
in. the combination and arrangement of'partsandin the 
details of constructionhereinafterdescribed and" claimedg, 
it being understood. that various changes-in the precise“; 
embodimentof the invention herein disclosed maybe 
made within the scope of ‘what ,is- claimed without‘ dew’ 
parting: from the spirit or the‘ invention. ~ ~ -, . . . 1 

A preferred‘ embodiment of the invention is illustrated» 
in‘»t_he accompanyingdrawings, wherein: , - 

Fig. 1‘ isfa'pfr‘ont‘ elevation of a. sorting rack according ., ' 
to the present invention.‘ , 

Fig. ,2 is an end elevation of thedevice of Fig. 1.’ 
"Fig. 3 is a' perspective view to a larger scale. of ‘one of 

theicell-forrning elements, together with. its correspond-q 
ing 'slidable ?oor element‘, used‘ in the construction of; 
the'device, of Fig. 1'. 

Fi'g.,>4 is a fragmentary section taken. substantially on ;' 
line’54-—4 of Fig. 3 but showing‘ the cell-forming element, 
'as mounted, and also showing in section a portion of an, 
adjacent‘ element when placed in'closing relation to the. 
elemenfyof Fig. 3. ‘ 

Figs; 5, 6, and 7 are front elevations of altern'atiyel 
cell-forming elements which can be‘ used inv carrying out I 
the ‘u invention. 
With reference ‘ to; the‘? accompanying; drawings, ; , 

invention-‘is; illustrated as ‘including a vertical '‘ support? 
inig‘panelltwhi'ch is" appropriately mounted inzvertical 
positiome. g. by'fconnec'tion tor-supporting brackets.12, 
and to which are suitably attached a plurality, ofcell 
forming‘ eIernent's As‘ shown in Fig.3, each‘ of the 
elements forms *‘a shallow ‘channel’ ‘essentially reverse 
cash‘aped in ‘front edge view and maybe attached to 
the panel 11 in any vsuitable fashion so ‘as to project for} ' 
"war‘dly therefrom with its Web‘or longest in ember ‘exf 

the drawings, each’ cell-forming element '13 includes a 
rear wall ‘15 closing one end of the channel" and'has__ 
fastener openings 17 includedthereinu Suitable fasten-1 
ers 'suchas screws 19‘pa‘s'sedr through the openings, 17 
andinto the panel 11, serve to ‘hold the ‘e'leine'nt‘s’in place,’ 
on the-panel 11‘. s - 

‘To construct’ a sorting‘. ‘rack 'theel‘ement‘s 13 areat- ‘ 
tached to theisu'pport 11 one after another starting‘wit'h 
the one farthest to the right and proceeding towards the, 
left until a't-ier' is completed, and additional tiers are 
similarly formed until'th'e whole ‘of the'desired array is 
completed.‘ The open ‘side of the cell farthest‘ to the 
left. in each tier is closed by means'of a'?lle‘r member?“ 
21 attached to the panel'll by‘screws 23. V _ 

Panels ‘11 may be'readily cut to various sizes so that? 
the ‘tier length and number of tiers ‘of elements _13 ‘will 
conformjto the space ‘requirements‘ofthe‘ user of the rack withouththexnecessity for carrying inqstock the variety ‘ > ’ 

offassemblies that would be‘ necessary with ‘the type of‘. 
racks heretofore used“ p‘ > ‘ ’ i i‘ . ' 

While the elements 13, are’ shown in the preferred 0* 
shapedrfo‘rm, it will be understood that L-sbaped elements 
‘13a as shown in Fig._ 5 and providing open topped cells 
can also be ‘convenientlyemployed if desired, or-Z-shaped' '7 
elements 13b or 130 'as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 in which 
the horizontal members forming .walls of adjacent .cells, 
‘may be'emp‘loyed. _ " ' 

to accommodate the largest sizes of matter normally sorted, 
Since-the‘eells‘are‘preterably‘ narrow and r'atherdeep ‘ 
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for example about 12 inches deep in most cases, it will 7 
be seen that the fasteners 19 are relatively inaccessible 
when the assembly is complete. However, since each of 
the cell-forming elements 13 has an open side, the screws 
19 are easily and conveniently placed as each element 13 
is applied‘to its tier, and only become inaccessible after 
the next-succeeding element 13 has been placed. The ' 
racks are thus quickly and readily constructed without’ 
requiring unusual skill in spite of the hidden position of 
the fastening elements when the assembly is completed. 
In the case of the Fig. 6 cell-forming element 13b, the 
tiers would be built from left to right instead of from 
right to left. . ' ' s 

In the preferred form of the invention illustrated, each 
of the cell-forming elements has its most extensive Wall 

, 25, i. e. the wall extending generally in an up-and-down 
direction, disposed non-perpendicularly to its bottom Wall 
27. This angle is preferably between 50° and 75f’, and 
the value of 63° has been determined as the optimum 
for most purposes. The slope of the wall 25 is upwardly 
to the right for the convenience of normal right hand 
operation. The reason for this is that it has been found 
that paper sheets of normalstilfness must rest against 
the spread ?ngers of the hand to some extent iflthe 
remote edge is to be accurately guided and controlled by 
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?oor 29 acts as a pusher to'insure movement of-the sorted 
material with the ?oor so as to be positively projected 
to'graspable position. ' " ' ' ‘ 

The upper surface of the ?oor 29 is preferably provided 
with a plurality of parallel longitudinally extending ridges 
39 forming between them grooves 41. These elements 
serve to retain any matter placed in the cell against slid 
ing towards the lower left hand corner. As the material 
'is placed in the cell it is caught by the ‘ridges and held 
so that the cell gradually ?lls up in a lateral direction 
from right to left, instead of having the pieces of sorted 
material ?rst placed in the cell ‘slide across the cell at the 
bottom making it awkward for subsequent pieces to be 
properly inserted. Furthermore, whenever the material in 
the cell is pushed to one side to compact .it, it will be 
caught by the ridges 39 and retained in the new displaced 
position at one side of the cell in so far as practical for 

a the quantity of material present, leaving the desired space 

20 
for added material. The particular con?guration of the 
ridges 39 shown in the drawings contributes especially to 
this last mentioned property. The slope at the left side 

' of each ridge is gradual while that at the right side is 

25 

the hand. The .slope designated is su?icient to allow the 1 
sheet to rest somewhat against the supporting platform 
formed by. the extended ?ngers of the sorter’s right hand 
and thus to be held out straight for the most expeditious 
projection into the selected cell. Furthermore, the angle 
is such that'as the material is partially or fully with 
drawn from any cell by the right hand of a sorter it is in 
a position for ready inspection of the writing thereon. 
The sloping attitude of the cells also serves another pur 
pose in that material deposited in any cell has a de?nite 
tendency to fall towards one side so that the material 
placed’within the cell groups itself by gravity into' a 
bundle for ready grasping and does not tend to divide 
and fall in opposite directions when projected from the 
cell in a manner about to be described. 
Each of the cell-forming elements 13 is provided with 

a companion movable ?oor element 29 which rests upon 
and slides against the adjacent bottom wall 27 of the 
cell. The floor element 29 is of a width to substantially 
?ll the cell and .is provided at one edge with a laterally 

. without the outlines of the cell. 
30 

abrupt so that the edges of material in the cell can be 
readily slid to the right over the ridges to be caught be 
hind them, andwill be returned to the left only with diffi 
culty. ' 

The outermost end of each slidable ?oor element 29 
carries an integral depending ?ange 43 which lies wholly 

It is in a convenient place 
for ready grasping by the sorter’s ?nger for manipulating 
the ?oor element 29 in and out, and likewise provides a 
convenient position for the application of designating in 
dicia 45 for identifying the contents of the corresponding 

- cell. 
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extending lug 31 which projects beyond the cell wall. ' 
As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, each cell-forming element 13 
has formed at the base of its upstanding wall 25 a slot 
33 which slidably receives the lug 31 of ‘the correspond 
ing ?oor element 29., The floor element 29 also includes 
an upstanding guiding flange 35 at the edge opposite to 
that having the lug 31. The proportions are such that 
when the next adjacent cell-forming element 13 is put in 
place, the ?ange 35 will be in substantial contact therewith 
and will prevent any lateral movement of the floor ele 
ment which would be sufficient to effect withdrawal of 
the lug 31 from the slot 33. Thus the placing of the next 
adjacent cell-forming element, during assembly of the’ 
rack, locks each ?oor element 29 irremovably to its cor 
responding cell forming element 13. 
The slots 33 are of sufficient length to permit in-and 

out movements of the ?oorrelements to a degree such 
that the outermost end of the floor element 29 can be 
projected about four inches beyond the front surface of 
the rack. In this way all sorted matter‘which has'been 
accumulatedin a cell can be projected at once far enough 
for ready grasping by ‘the hand of the sorter. . ' I 

It will be noted that the designating members 43 are 
altogether removed from a position affecting the insertion 
and withdrawal of material into'and from the cells which 
was not the case with many prior constructions. For this 
reason in part and to secure the utmost efficiency in gen 
eral use of the device of this invention, the tiers of ele- ' 
ments 13 should be spaced a suitable distance above one 
another, between one and two inches generally being satis 
factory. 
From the foregoing description it can be seen that this 

invention provides a sorting rack which is not only much 
more economical of storage and shipping space and more 
?exible in the size and shape of the ultimate assemblies 
which can be derived from similar components, but one 

Q which is also much more useful and e?icient than devices 
50 
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The upstanding ?ange 35 helps to guide the movable . 
?oor 29 during its in-and-out sliding ‘movements [and 
guards the sheets carriedby the ?oor 29 against becom 
ing fouled in the crack between the edge of the ?oor ele 
ment 29 and the wall 25 ofthe adjacent cell-forming ele- ' 

70 

ment, or in the slot 33 of said adjacent wall 25. A rear 1 ‘ 

upstanding ?ange 37 at the inner end of the slidable 

previously intended for such purposes. 
Having described the invention, what is claimed is: 
A mail‘ storting rack" comprising a supporting panel 

and at least one row of horizontally disposed cellular 
units open only at their forward‘ end-s when assembled, 
wherein the units generally comprise essentially reverse 
0 channel shaped members assembled with the open side 
of one member engaging the closed web, side of an- ad 
jacent member and having the rear portions thereof se 
cured to the panel, and a mail supporting element slid 
able‘ along the surface of the lower portion of the channel 
‘including means to prevent complete withdrawal thereof, 
whereby the mail supporting element may be withdrawn 
to provide access to the mail contained thereon. 
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